
FULL BIO | HOPE WENTZ 

Hope Wentz is a pop singer/songwriter, local to the DFW Metroplex. She's also an 

entrepreneur and board-certified music therapist, serving children with special needs. Hope 

carries a zeal for childlikeness, endurance, and authenticity.  

ART 

Before she could speak, Hope was humming "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star," in her kitchen 

highchair. As she grew up listening to CCM artists like Natalie Grant and Relient K, music 

became one of her most valued connections to God. Hope hopped into school talent shows, 

singing and dancing (with sassy head-bob moves) to songs like, "Don't Look at Me" by Stacie 

Orrico. Hope still steps with a pep for life and loves to incorporate fun (and silly dance moves) 

into her music, friendships, and business. 

WILD 

While Hope crafted short stories, poetry, and journal entries at a very young age, she did not 

think to combine the two until heartbreak hit as a 21-year-old in 2013. This was the entrance of 

her first original song, Refining Love. She finished her first solo album, "Light Break Forth," as 

a live project in 2015. Hope carries a zeal for child-likeness, endurance, and authenticity. Her 

songs offer a disarming nature in their honest anthems, heartfelt tones, and encouraging words. 

Drawing from the lyrical depth and upbeat rhythms of bands like Coldplay, along with the wide 

vocal range of Kelly Clarkson. Hope loves to "wordsmith" songs that offer an artistic challenge. 

She is currently crafting a studio-produced EP entitled WILD. 

Business  

Hope owns and operates HeART of Hope, LLC., a creative business purposed to empower hearts 

with hope through music. Hope has practiced music therapy for 5 years, serving over 500 

students with a variety of disabilities. Hope has also had experience supervising other music 

therapists, mentoring young adults, and leading other creative artists. Her unique experiences 

leading diverse people groups for the last 10 years have helped her develop a simple, yet rich 

way of communicating practical and spiritual wisdom. Whether through her music, speaking, or 

worship leading, Hope has a deep value to see others thrive in their calling, loved well, and 

empowered to love others well.  

Community 

Hope currently serves as the resident worship leader for AXL Creative Co., a creative 

community birthed out of Mercy Culture Church in Fort Worth, Texas. While she loves singing 

and artistry, Hope loves people more. She is passionate about seeing people empowered and 

encouraged through music and creativity. When she isn't working, you may find her journaling 

along with a cup of hot tea, exploring a new place, or playing Phase 10 with her friends.  
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